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Programme 
											16.-17. April 2024, Berlin

Main program with international celebrities from politics, administration and economy 
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Exhibition 
											16.-17. April 2024, Berlin

Accompanying exhibition of the leading manufacturers of system solutions 
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Registration 
											16.-17. April 2024, Berlin

Meeting point of political and police decision makers 
											 
											
 
																	
					
				
				
			
			





	
	

	
	

	



	THE EUROPEAN POLICE CONGRESS



	









CONGRESS STARTS IN:


2024/04/16 08:00:00


THE EUROPEAN POLICE CONGRESS IN BRIEF:


	International platform for the executive level of the European police
	Key notes from Ministers of the Interior and Justice from many European countries
	Meeting point of political and police decision makers
	Main program with international celebrities from politics, administration and economy
	Specialist program with international experts
	Accompanying exhibition of the leading manufacturers of system solutions





Venue: City Cube, Messedamm 26, 14055 Berlin






Speaker


Over 160 speakers attend the conference





























Current topics
Largest international conference for internal security in Europe





Meals included






Coffee, lunch and dinner during the conference


















Panels






Approximately 25 panels over two days


















Participants






Around 1,950 participants from numerous nations
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											27 
											The 27th European Police Congress will take place in 2024 
											 
											20 
											Nations are represented by experts at the conference every year 
											 
											30 
											Specialist forums on current topics and the latest developments 
											 
											Programme 
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Facts about the Police Congress 
										
 
										The congress for decision-makers from security authorities, police and industry. The aim is to strengthen the dialog between authorities and enable participants to make new contacts with colleagues from all over the world. 
										
History

Start of the congress series in 2003 
											 
											
 
											 
											 
											Become an exhibitor 
											 
											Contact 
											 
											
 
											Exhibitors

Over 100 exhibitors from all over the world 
											 
											
 
											Programme

Two days - 30 specialist forums - Evening reception 
											 
											
 
											Participants

1,900 participants from 20 nations 
											 
											
 
											 
											 
											Catering, drinks, evening reception - Click here to register 
											 
											Register 
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Europe - Integrated Security

Rule of Law - Democracy - Acceptance 
										
 
										In the main program, more than 30 specialist forums and a wide-ranging supporting pro-gram will discuss current issues of internal security. Renowned speakers from the fields of science, politics, administration and business have already announced their attendance.

Violence against public service employees, migration and integration, the impact of artificial intelligence on police work and ensuring safe matches at the 2024 European Football Cham-pionship in Germany are just a few examples of the wide range of topics at this year's Euro-pean Police Congress. 
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		International police missions in jeopardy
	


	
	Due to the current geopolitical situation, the German government is not in a position to say with certainty whether participation in international police missions can be maintained to the same extent in the future.In a briefing shortly before Christmas, it announced that due to the current situation in the UN Security Council, the establishment of…



	
Read more
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		European Port Alliance against Mafia and Co.
	


	
	Together with Germany and other countries the Belgian EU Council Presidency has foundedthe European Port Alliance in Antwerp. It brings together public and private players to combat organised crime and drug trafficking. The aim is to increase the security of ports and other logistics hubs. Organised crime mainly operates at a transnational level. Rarely offences…



	
Read more
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		Herrmann rates migration as the number one issue
	


	
	In his analysis of the upcoming challenges for 2024, Bavaria’s Interior Minister Joachim Herrmann (CSU) described immigration as the key issue. Referring to the 60 percent increase in asylum applications in Germany compared to the previous year, he warned: “The number of arrivals has recently decreased, but that is no reason to sound the all-clear.”…



	
Read more
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		Federal Police Act: New powers for the Federal Police
	


	
	The Federal Cabinet’s approval of the restructuring of the Federal Police Act is a response to current threats and expands the powers of the Federal Police. The first reform of the Federal Police Act in almost thirty years gives the Federal Police new powers in telecommunications surveillance, for the use of its own drones and…



	
Read more










REGISTRATION FEES






Representatives or embassy staff attend the Police Congress free of charge (proof required).




Members of security authorities, police, military police, customs, parliaments, ministries, other authorities or students pay 99, - Euro plus VAT.




Members of the industry pay 1.100, - Euro plus VAT.





	Lunch on both days
	Evening reception on the first day of the event
	Refreshments and drinks in the breaks
	Conference documents
	Subscription to the journal Behörden Spiegel
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	Conditions
	Data Protection
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